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cotton twitter

T-shirts

writable T-shirt
Take a piece of chalk and write your
message on a “Cotton Twitter” T-shirt.
Want a new message? Simply throw the
T-shirt into the washing machine.

100 % cotton

turquoise

grey

used
black

black

garnet

navy

khaki

Unisex

Metal can
1 folded T-shirt

Material
Colors
Shape
Packages

3 psc. white chalk
Foil bag
1 folded T-shirt

Photo
Photo by:
by: visvaldas.com
visvaldas.com

3 psc. white chalk

Sweatshirts
55% cotton
45% polyester

grey

black

navy

turqblue

Unisex

Package type: foil bag
you wash the T-shirt.

Write
with
Write
with
chalk
on on
chalk
Take out the
T-shirt

Wash the T-shirt for
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a new
message

a black
a black
square
square

1 folded sweatshirt
3 psc. white chalk

Material
Colors
Shape
Package
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cotton twitter

kids

T-shirts
100 % cotton

writable T-shirt
Take a piece of chalk and write your
message on a “Cotton Twitter” T-shirt.
Want a new message? Simply throw the
T-shirt into the washing machine.

black

grey

light
grey

turquoise

pink

navy

Material
Colors

lemon

Metal can
1 folded T-shirt

Packages

3 psc. color chalk
Foil bag
1 folded T-shirt
3 psc. color chalk

kids

Sweatshirts
65% cotton
30% polyester 5% viscose

black

grey

Foil bag

you wash the T-shirt.

1 folded T-shirt
3 psc. color chalk
Write
Writewith
with
chalk
chalkon
on

Take out the
T-shirt

Wash the T-shirt for
a new
message
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aablack
black
square
square

Material
Colors
Package

writable sweatshirt
cotton twitter

As the poet said: words like violence break the silence. Put your wit onto
the COTTON TWITTER sweatshirt with a piece of chalk and walk
the Earth spreading the word – your word. No internet connection
necessary and unlimited selection of handcrafted fonts are available. You
can always change a message by throwing COTTON TWITTER into the
washing machine. That’s what a personal tweet is all about. Writable
text lasts until you clean it.
Features:

multiple time use, washable, unique packaging, chalk included
Sizes: S - XXL

Unisex:
black

Designed by Martynas Kazimierėnas
Photo by Visvaldas Morkevičius

grey

Kids:
black

grey

blank bag

A bag that fits into your pocket, yet can carry way more. Your
trustworthy featherlight carrier made from a robust synthetic paper.
Water resistant, obviously.

tote bag

Small: 33x41 cm
Big: 42x52 cm

Ultra light: 90 / 115g.
Washable

Bag - 100% “Tyvek” high density polyethylene
Straps - 100% polyester
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Sizes
Features
Materials

reflective
tote bag

This tote bag works as your favourite regular during the days and doubles as a reflector after the sunset.
A space inspired design covers one side of the bag while the other stays black. Sturdy cotton makes
it ideal for your gallery catalogues as well as grocery items, while the inside pocket helps to keep all
the small things in check. Safety geek fact: a tote bag is worn at the same height that car lights shine
most intensely. This reflective tote bag will sparkle, twinkle and glitter like the Milky Way on any way.

Inner pocket for small items
Big area of reflection
Black

33x41 cm

30

65% polyester

Photo: rasaj.com
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35% cotton.

A sturdy cotton bag with night sky
inspired reflective design.
Become a safety star each night
and stay Milky Way all day.

new
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Features
Colors
Size
Material

oreflector

Safety first. As well as style! Reflective badge “Oreflector” shines in the dark
like a supernova, making you visible at night and looking great at sunrise.
Wear “Oreflector” without ruining your outfit and without being run over.

reflective
badge

be a fashion accessory. And then there is the human need to feel safe on the
roads. Ideal for wearing yourself or giving as a present.

Reflective fabric
Metal pin, Plastic backing

silver

neon
yellow

neon
orange

neon
green

blue

red

khaki

Mini - 38 mm
Maxi - 55 mm

Water resistant
Withstands from –40C to +40C
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A5/A6 postcard size cardboard

Double maxi & mini

Single maxi

The reflector, which doesn’t
spoil your outfit. That’s
because you don’t have to
meet people.
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Single mini

Materials
Colors
Sizes
Features
Packages

ctor

swinkle

A re

ctor that dangles, swings and wags – making you even more visible
in the headlights!

The swinging re ctor was created thinking with your looks during the
day and your safety at night-time in mind. It looks great on a backpack,
a coat, a bicycle, a baby stroller, a dog leash or wherever else you fancy
to hooking it onto. This attachable re ctor has one certain advantage –
it moves and shakes together with you, creating even better visibility to
drivers at night. And when your friends ask what it is, just say it’s for
a good look and good luck!
Features:

cer
Size: 3 x 10 cm,

01, soft touch, water-resistant
5,8 cm, rubber string 20 cm
black

Designed by Martynas Kazimierėnas & Vytautas Gečas
Photo by Darius Petrulaitis

silver

new

swinging re

reflective
buttons

Replace your old buttons with new reflective ones. Why? They do 3 things at a time:
hold your clothes together, reflect light at night thus keeping you safe and guarantee
your looks to be WOW. So take a needle and add reflective buttons to your wardrobe.
Or ask mum!

Mini - 22 mm
Maxi - 28 mm

Certified reflective fabric
Plastic backing

black

silver

neon
yellow

Consists of 4 psc. small or big buttons
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Packed in A5 postcard sized cardboard
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Sizes
Materials
Colors
Package

last knot

Features

“Last knot” shoelaces means no more knot tying.
The elastic nature of our laces enables you to step in and out of shoes with the knot in place.
That’s a month of your life. Imagine having to lace your shoes all that time instead of getting foot
massages while listening to a Peruvian flute band? We do.
“Last knot” shoelaces make any shoe a more comfortable shoe.
Stretchy laces reduce pressure points and enable you to move around

tie-free elastic
shoelaces

more freely. We bet you’ll even forget you’re wearing shoes.

50% rubber thread
50% polyester, metal aglets

Short (50 cm):
for smart & kids shoes

Materials
Sizes

(3 - 5 pairs of eyelets)
Long (100 cm):
for sneakers, leisure &
sport shoes
(6 - 8 pairs of eyelets)

reflective

Photo:
Photo: petrulaitis.com
petrulaitis.com

neon
orange

Stretchy shoelaces make
your footwear more comfy
+ allows to step in & out
without tying a knot.
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Colors

neon
yellow

A5 postcard sized cardboard

Package

picnic / table cloth

Material

or &
Indo oor
outd
use

“Tyvek”
100% polyethylene.

Do you love white and tidy tableclothes
like in Italian trattorias? But hate the idea of
ironing them? We do too. So we made ironfree tablecloth!

Features
Indoor & outdoor use
Ultra light: 115 - 275g.
Washable

The paper-cloth is washable and almost
impossible to tear apart. After use just put
the tablecloth into the washing machine
and re-use it straight away because it dries
instantly!

60

Recyclable

Packages
Transparent plastic ball
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Photos

Foil bag

1.5 x 1.5m

1 x 1.5m

Ø 1.5m

1.5 x 2.5m
Rectangle
Square

Rectangle
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big

small

Round

Shapes
& sizes

magnetic mirror

A mirror + a magnet: can hold your keys,
coins and other metal objects.
Place it on a wall next to your door and
never forget anything at home.

key holder / mirror

Mirror, black MDF
neodymium magnets

A4 - 210 x 297mm
A3 - 420 x 297mm

Black carboard box
Includes screw & stainless
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steel key ring
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Materials
Sizes
Package

Photo: dualhead.lt

jollypop

Banana moon
Glucose syrup, sugar,
ascorbic acid, nat. aroma
type banana, titanium

Flavors &
Ingredients

dioxide, curcumine
Sharp mango

handmade
lollipop

Glucose syrup, sugar,
ascorbic acid, nat. aroma
type mango, titanium
dioxide, curcumin, extract
of cryptocarya
Grapefruit piggy
Glucose syrup, sugar,
ascorbic acid, nat. aroma
type grapefruit, titanium
dioxide, curcumin, extract
of cryptocarya
Very berry
Glucose syrup, sugar,
concentrated chokeberry
juice, ascorbic acid, dried
black currants
Happy apple
Glucose syrup, sugar,
ascorbic acid, chlorophyll,
natural apple essence

made

Street sour

hand

Glucose syrup, sugar,
ascorbic acid, natural
aroma type lemon, titanium
dioxide, vegetable carbon

Handmade
Expiration Date - 12 Months

Features

Gmo free
Gluten free
Alergen free

PA/PE plastic bag
Size 23 x 12 cm

A lollipop, like they used to be.
Natural color, homemade taste.
Each “Jollypop” is unique and carefully
made with loving hands.
It takes you back. Instantly!

Patented product

Package

t-spoon

The genius invention of a 3-in-1 tea: wooden spoon + yummy herbs + sweetener.
All carefully made by hand. Dip a T-Spoon into boiling water, let the plants release their aroma and
have yourself a cup of tasty tea.

herbal tea

Peppermint
Glucose syrup, sugar, dried peppermint, peppermint extract
Thyme
Glucose syrup, sugar, dried thyme, thyme extract

Flavors &
Ingredients

Mix of Peppermint & Thyme
Glucose syrup, sugar, dried thyme, dried peppermint,
cryptocarya massoia, thyme extract, peppermint extract
Caraway
Glucose syrup, sugar, dried caraway, caraway extract

Handmade
Expiration Date - 12 Months

Features

Natural herbs
Gmo free
Gluten free

1 spoon packet
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2 spoons packet

Just insert it into hot water and enjoy
a spoonful of the most natural herbal tea

Patented product

Packages

wrapping paper

Use this photorealistic wrapping paper and your
present will turn into a marble stone, sliver of the
ocean or a fir tree. Simple, beautiful, and most

Sea

importantly, no more cliché heart, flower or teddy
bear patterns on your gifts.

70 gsm
matt paper

Small - 47x70 cm
Big - 70x100 cm

Plastic tube

Sea
Fir tree
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Marble

Unique gifts deserve to be
wrapped in unique paper
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Fir tree

Marble

Material
Sheet sizes
Package
Design

bird BnB

Hey, bird. Looking for a place to stay? „Bird BnB“ is a fold-out birdhouse for a city, just
pull the ropes and voila! Place it on a house wall, tree, or balcony - „Bird BnB“ location
is always central, not far from main attractions, like trash bins and farmers market.
„Bird BnB“ is designed for smaller birds (sorry pigeons) and has large wooden roof
terrace you can hang out with other feathered friends. Inside you will find everything
you need, like a rope to chill on. „Bird BnB“ comes with full breakfast, whatever your

birdhouse

human neighbour is having that morning: granola, croissant or nachos. So stay as long
as you want, but remember – no loud twittering after midnight.

Easy and quick assembly - no tools necessary
Designed for small garden birds

Features

Complies with birdhouse requirements for garden birds
Long lasting treated oak roof
Extended roof for protection against predators

Oak & black
Oak & white

Colors

H33 x W12 x D27 cm

Size

Roof - oak

Materials

Body - polystyrene sheets (HIPS)
Rope - polyamide
Screw-loops - metal
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Clips, rope-ends - plastic

Flat pack.
Carboard box size.
H6 x W34 x D13 cm

“Bird BnB” is an easy to assemble, fold-out
birdhouse – just pull the ropes and voila! A
mixture of plastic and wood makes it a perfect
match between large cities and small birds.

new
Patented product

Package

